FINE PORTRAITGuide

Welcome to

C41 PHOTOGRAPHY & OUR
SIGNATURE SERIES PORTRAIT LINE
Andy Warhol once said that the best thing about a picture
is that it never changes even when the people in it do. As
professional portrait artists we feel passionately about
preserving your heritage by creating beautifully finished
portraits that are guaranteed to last. Our work has often
been referred to as…
-real and timeless
-engaging
-beyond ordinary, a true work of art
At C41 we have poured our heart and soul into creating
a Signature Series Portrait line that rivals the old master
artists. We bring our years of experience from developing
film portraits in the dark room to studying with great
artists from all over the world into each of our sessions to
create your own priceless piece of portrait art.
Give us a call and experience the artistry that makes
us one of the most highly sought after portrait artists.
402-934-7468

SCHEDULE YOUR SESSION — 402.934.7468

THE C41

Experience

It’s been 5 years since we had our very
first portrait session at C41. They
instantly made us feel welcome as if
we had been friends for years. Even
our kids felt relaxed and had fun
sharing secrets and silly words before
the session started. The way they
interacted with the children allowed
their true personalities to emerge in
a way that no previous photographer
had been able to do before. I now
understand the difference between
a photographer and portrait artist.
These portraits are among our most
prized possession are displayed
proudly in our home. We are honored
to have worked with them for several
years documenting our families
heritage through their artistry and
craftsmanship.
—MATT SAATHOFF

CHECK US OUT AT C41PHOTO.COM

A look at our

SIGNATURE PORTRAIT LINE
All of our portraits are expertly crafted
and meticulously hand finished
for uncompromising quality. Each
8x10 signature portrait and larger is
mounted on artist board to preserve
and protect the portrait. All portraits
are finished with a UV protectant
glaze for a life-long protection.
You will not find a higher standard
than our Giclee’ wall portrait
finish. The process yields prints
of stunning vibrancy and realism
by using archival-pigmented inks
that provide expected print life
of 100+years. Giclee’ printing is
the industries highest standard of
printing on paper and canvas and
we are honored to bring the best to
our clients.
For those discerning clients who
like the style and feel of a free-hand
painting we offer our Ultime finish.
Our artists use bush strokes to create
a stunning Painter Portrait. The result
is a finish that rivals oil paintings and
gives a realism of a photo that feels as
if it was hand painted.
SCHEDULE YOUR SESSION — 402.934.7468

Each piece is a one-of-a-kind work
of art, and is signed by your portrait
artists. We also include a certificate
of authenticity. Our process takes
8-12 weeks to produce such quality
by hand.
We consider a 16x20 and larger a wall
portrait; packages that include a wall
portrait come with a complimentary
frame on your largest size.

PORTRAIT PACKAGES
start at $399 and include a 20%
savings or more.

GIFT SIZES
personal, album, desk and gift sizes
from $59-$429

WALL PORTRAITS
from $749 to life size.

COLLECTIONS
& PANELS
A COLLECTION is a grouping of 2
or more images that can be displayed
together on a wall or spread throughout
your home.
Collections start at $719
A PANEL is designed by combining
3 similar portraits into one single
masterpiece by using a digital matt
and blending them together.
Panels start at $699

Albums
Our designer albums are custom
designed to match the style and tone
of your portraits. No two albums
are alike and each is beautifully
finished on archival paper and hinged
seamlessly to allow you to open pages
and lay flat. Select from custom photo
covers to Italian leathers to creating a
stunning coffee table album.
Designer Albums start at $979 and
include 12-35 images.
CHECK US OUT AT C41PHOTO.COM

PRICE

Points

It’s been our experience that most of
our clients select us to create a stunning
wall portrait or a collection of the things
they cherish most to proudly display
in their homes. Those interested in a
C41’s Signature Portrait, an album, and
gift prints tend to invest $2500 or more.
Those interest in a Signature Portrait,
and some gift portraits generally spend
$1200-$2000. Those primarily interested
in gift sizes only will spend $400-$900.
Interest free payment options are
available for those that choose to pay
for them comfortably over time.

I am so happy with my experience with
C41 Photography! They are so professional
and are willing to work with you to tailor
your session. If you are thinking about doing
family pictures, make sure that you give them
a call. Their pictures speak for themselves,
and the personalized guidance from setting
to clothing choice sets them apart!
—ASHLEY RUTAN
SCHEDULE YOUR SESSION — 402.934.7468

RESERVE YOUR PORTRAIT SESSION TODAY!
CALL 402-934-7468.
We will answer all your
questions and help reserve
a time that works best for
you and the portrait we are
creating for you. There are
a few things we’ll need to
take care of on this call.

FIRST: We'll schedule your
portrait sessions' time that
works for you and your family
so have your calendar ready.

SECOND: We will set up
a second appointment to
view your images and place
your portrait order. This
typically takes place 7-10
days after your session.
THIRD: A $300
reservation deposit is
required to confirm your
scheduled portrait session.
It’s entered in as a credit
to your account and all of

it will be applied toward
your portrait order. Have no
worries…we have a 100%
Customer Guarantee. This
ensures you’re completely
satisfied with your portraits
we create for you. We will
make it right or refund
your money. We take pride
in our A+ Better Business
Bureau rating and our 5
Star customer ratings.
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